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I. I NTRODUCTION

T

topographic correction (TOC) methods is to compensate the
differences in radiance between sunny and shaded areas caused
by variations in the shape and aspect of terrain. In this paper,
a new procedure to assess the performance of TOC algorithms
using synthetic images is proposed. This paper is structured
as follows. Section II reviews the basis of TOC methods and
the evaluation procedures used normally. Section III describes
the model used to create synthetic images and the quality
index used to assess the TOC correction. Next, a case study
is presented in Section IV, where the technique proposed is
applied and evaluated. Section V evaluates the performance of
four selected TOC algorithms based on the procedure proposed
and shows the results obtained. Finally, the main conclusions
are drawn in Section VI.
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Abstract— In the last years, many topographic correction
(TOC) methods have been proposed to correct the illumination
differences between the areas observed by optical remote sensors.
Although the available number of TOC methods is high, the evaluation of their performance generally relies on the existence of
precise land-cover information, and a standardized and objective
evaluation procedure has not been proposed yet. In this paper,
we propose an objective procedure to assess the accuracy of these
TOC methods on the basis of simulated scenes, i.e., synthetically
generated images. These images represent the radiance an optical
sensor would receive under specific geometric and temporal
acquisition conditions and assuming a certain land-cover type.
A simplified method for creating synthetic images using the stateof-the-art irradiance models is proposed, both considering the
real topography of a certain area [synthetic real (SR) image]
or considering the relief of this area as being completely flat
[synthetic horizontal image (SH)]. The comparison between the
corrected image obtained by applying a TOC method to the SR
and SH images of the same area, allows assessing the performance
of each TOC algorithm. This comparison is quantitatively carried
out using the structural similarity index. The proposed TOC
evaluation procedure is applied to a specific case study in
northern Spain to explain its implementation and demonstrate
its potential. The procedure proposed in this paper could be also
used to assess the behavior of TOC methods operating under
different scenarios considering diverse topographic, geometrical,
and temporal acquisition configurations.

HE irradiance impinging on a certain point at the Earth’s
surface depends on the solar zenith and azimuth angles
as well as on the slope and aspect of the terrain, which
determine the solar incidence angle (γi ) between the sun
rays and the normal to the ground. Differences in the solar
incidence angle, i.e., differences in the solar illumination,
normally result in variations in the radiance detected by remote
sensors between areas with similar land cover and biophysical–
structural properties [1]. This effect can adversely affect the
usefulness of remote sensing data for different applications,
such as land-use/land-cover mapping, vegetation cover monitoring, change detection, or biophysical parameter estimation,
especially in mountainous areas [2]–[6]. The objective of
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II. P REVIOUS W ORKS

A. TOC Algorithms

The topographic effect has a significant impact on the quantitative analysis of remotely sensed data [7]. During the last
two decades, several procedures were proposed to correct or
attenuate it. Most of these procedures require the computation
of the illumination conditions of the area to be corrected [1],
[2], [8]–[11]. In those methods, the illumination conditions for
each pixel are normally estimated using the cosine of the solar
incidence angle, cos γi , which can be calculated from the solar
zenith and azimuth angles and the slope and aspect, computed
for each pixel using a digital elevation model (DEM)
cos γi = cos β cos θs + sin β sin θs cos (ϕn − ϕs )

(1)

where β is the slope angle, ϕn is the aspect angle, θs is the
solar zenith angle, and ϕs is the solar azimuth angle. Both β
and ϕn are computed from the DEM.
TOC methods can be grouped into two subcategories,
Lambertian methods (LTOC) and nonLambertian methods
(NLTOC), depending on whether they assume reflectance as
being independent or not of observation and incidence angles.
The simplest and one of the most widely used LTOC is the
cosine method, originally proposed by Smith et al. [3] and later
modified by Teillet [4]. Alternatively, Civco [5] proposed an
improved version considering average illumination conditions.
The cosine method assumes the incident radiation as being
reflected in all directions equally. In addition, this method only
models the direct portion of the irradiance, even if areas under
low-illumination conditions get a considerable proportion of
diffuse irradiance. On these areas, the cosine correction has
shown a problem of overcorrection [6], [8], [10]–[13].
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This evaluation implicitly assumes land-cover distribution
(and hence reflectance) as being independent on terrain slope
and aspect. Obviously, this assumption is not valid in areas
where slope orientation determines the land-cover. Therefore,
in such areas a residual correlation between reflectance and
cos γi is expected, even after a successful TOC [10].
Civco [5] proposed, as an evaluation approach, the analysis
of the variations in the radiometry of the corrected scenes.
Ideally the overall mean response of the original image
should not change after TOC; otherwise the TOC method
would have caused an under or overcorrection. Similarly, other
authors [7], [12], [31] proposed that the quality of TOCs
could be best evaluated by measuring the reduction of the
land-cover class variability, measured through the standard
deviation of the reflectance within each surface cover class.
A perfect correction would result in more homogenous classes
with a reduced variability. This assessment method is probably
the most objective and quantitatively measurable criterion.
However, the reduction of land-cover class variability in
topographically corrected imagery is restricted to cases where
a priori knowledge of land-cover distributions is available.
Many authors considered the improvement on classification
accuracy after TOC as an adequate procedure to assess the
goodness of the TOC correction [4], [29]. A classification
based on TOC-corrected images should ideally yield a higher
accuracy than one using uncorrected data. A similar approach
is to evaluate the improvement in biophysical parameter
retrievals [21], [24]. However, classification and biophysical
parameter estimation assessments carry their own uncertainties
in both classification and retrieval algorithms and are unable
to directly quantify the degree to which the topographic effect
has been reduced.
Alternatively, Hantson and Chuvieco [10] proposed to quantify the increase in temporal stability of a time series for
individual pixels, which would represent the robustness of the
TOC algorithms under different conditions over time. This
option may not be adequate in all cases, being difficult to
discern between the temporal variations of spectral response
of land-covers and an ineffective correction of the topographic
effect, with the risk of excessively homogenizing the image.
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To account for the shortcomings of these unrealistic
assumptions, several semiempiric nonLambertian methods are
developed including band-dependent parameters, i.e., the Minnaert correction method [3], [4], [14] and the C-correction
method [4]. The former includes a constant modeling of the
nonLambertian behavior of each land cover for every band.
The latter introduces, in order to emulate the effect of diffuse
irradiance from the sky, a parameter C, which is the ratio
between the slope and intercept of the linear regression equation between the radiance of each band and cos γi . Similarly,
and following this paper of Teillet [4], Soenen et al. [1]
proposed the SCS+C correction, where the LTOC method
proposed by Gu and Gillespie [15] for forested areas, so called
SCS, was modified to account for diffuse atmospheric irradiance by introducing the previously mentioned parameter C.
All the SCS+C, Minnaert, and C-correction methods
are physically based, and consist of photometric functions
modified using parameters estimated empirically. Nevertheless, purely empiric approaches are also proposed, i.e., the
empirical-statistical method of Teillet [4], which assumes a
linear relationship between the radiance of each band and
cos γi , or the variable empirical coefficient algorithm, proposed by Zhang and Gao [16], including an empirically
estimated adjustment factor. Alternatively, many authors have
proposed modifications in TOC methods to improve their
performance, based on slope-smoothing [12], [17], or on the
use of different correction approaches for infrared and visible
bands [18], [19].
The results obtained through the NLTOC methods described
here are reported to improve if stratifications were applied
previous to the TOC correction to more precisely estimate
the correction factors. The stratification may be based on the
different nonLambertian behavior, i.e., the different surfaceroughness of the land covers on the image to be corrected [10],
[20]–[23], the illumination conditions [24]–[26], the terrain
slope [7], [11], the terrain orientation [5], [26], or a combination of any of these factors [19], [25], [27].
B. Assessment of the Quality of TOC Correction Methods

An essential point, necessary to evaluate objectively and
accurately the different TOC methods, is the analysis of the
quality of the corrected images. With this aim, traditionally an
evaluation based on the visual assessment of the removal of the
topographic effect in satellite imagery is proposed [5], [15],
[28], [29]. This approach gives a good first indication on the
quality of the correction. However, it is indeed subjective and
the assessment strongly depends on the skill of the observer.
A more objective assessment, and one of the most widely
used evaluation methods, is the quantification of the reduction
of the dependence between cos γi and the radiance of each
spectral band after the correction, measured through both the
correlation coefficient or the slope of their linear regression,
being cos γi the independent variable [30]. Such dependence
tends to disappear in the TOC-corrected images, being in
these cases, both the correlation coefficient and the slope
of the regression close to zero, showing that illumination
dependence on reflectance values is successfully removed.

III. S YNTHETIC I MAGES

We propose the use of synthetic imagery to quantitatively
evaluate TOC algorithms. Synthetic images represent the radiance an optical sensor would receive under specific geometric
and temporal acquisition conditions, considering a certain
land-cover structure and assuming several simplifications.
Synthetic images, on the basis of the Lambertian reflectance
law, can be generated considering the real topography of
a specific area (synthetic real (SR) image), or considering
a perfectly flat surface (synthetic horizontal (SH) image).
The latter is the image that should ideally be obtained after
successfully removing the topographic effect from the SR
image. The comparison between the corrected image obtained
applying a TOC method to a SR image and the SH image of
the same area, provides a means of objectively assessing the
accuracy of the TOC method applied.
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of tasks, i.e., the design of systems, the development of
data processing algorithms or the understanding of the
image formation process [32]. Scenes simulators such as
SENSOR, proposed by Börner et al. [33], DIRSIG [34], or
the approach proposed by Guanter et al. [35] allows computationally demanding but very realistic modeling of the at-sensor
radiance. However, for our particular application a simplified
simulation model, which adequately represents the influence
of topography on the image acquisition process, is presented.
Several simplifications can be adopted to facilitate the process
of generating synthetic images. In this paper, we assume a
panchromatic sensor working in the 0.500–0.900 μm spectrum
range, with a constant spectral response function for the whole
wavelength range. The main parameters of the synthetic image
generation model are summarized in Table I.
The process to simulate a synthetic image for a specific
area (Fig. 1) can be summarized in two phases. First, the
image representing the global irradiance on each point of the
area of interest at a certain date and time is obtained. In
the second phase, the top-of-atmosphere radiance based on
a surface reflectance map and a certain sensor configuration
is generated. This is the final synthetic image.
To obtain the global irradiance at each point of the Earth
surface it is necessary to initially estimate the global horizontal
irradiance (E e,g ), i.e., the total amount of direct and diffuse
radiation reaching the Earth surface, considering it horizontal,
in cloudless conditions. Several models can be used to estimate
E e,g and its diffuse and direct components [36]–[39]. In this
paper, the cloud-free global radiation model [40] is used.
This model is validated using 25 test sites spread across
Europe within the SATEL-LIGHT project [41]. It shows a
good correspondence between estimated and measured values
under sunny or quasi-sunny conditions.
E e,g is computed for a specific area, date, and time as
the sum of its direct and diffuse components. The direct
component (E e,s ) is calculated using the equation of Page [40]
and the diffuse component (E e,d ) is calculated using the
equation of Dumortier [42]
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF S CIENTIFIC AND T ECHNICAL N OTATION

3

The approach proposed here allows simulating synthetic
images considering different topographic, geometric, and temporal configurations, as well as different land-cover distributions. Therefore, the influence of acquisition conditions on the
behavior of TOC methods can also be explored.
In short, the evaluation approach proposed here is based on
the synthetic generation of the image a sensor would acquire
for any given area, considering its topography completely
flat. This image can be then used as a reference to compare
against images corrected with different TOC, using quantitative indexes, in a rigorous, objective, and consistent manner.
In the next subsections, the process proposed to generate
synthetic images is explained in detail.
A. Synthetic Image Generation
During the last years, several complete and realistic physicsbased scene simulators are proposed for a great variety

E e,g = E e,d + E e,s


E e,s = x 1 E ESNO cos θs exp −0.8662TeL(2) aeR m

(2)
(3)

E e,d = x 2 E ESNO




cos θs
0.0065 + −0.045 + 0.0646 TeL(2)

×
(4)
− −0.014 + 0.0327TeL(2) cos2 θs

where, x 1 and x 2 are the fraction of irradiance corresponding
to the simulated spectral range, calculated through the spectral
radiation model SMARTS2 [43], E ESNO is the extraterrestrial
normal irradiance, calculated as the product of the solar constant and the Sun–Earth correction factor, θs is the solar zenith
angle obtained from the solar declination, pixel latitude and
hour angle, m is the relative optical air mass computed with the
method of Kasten and Young [44], aer is the optical thickness
of a Rayleigh atmosphere parameterized by Louche et al. [45],
and T eL(2) is the Linke turbidity factor. This last parameter is
time and site specific and the model of Dumortier, [46], which
describes the variations of turbidity over Western and Central
Europe, is used to estimate it.
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The sky view factor is based on Dozier’s horizon algorithm [49], [50] and accounts for the portion of overlying
hemisphere visible to a grid point depending on the terrain
neighborhood of each pixel. The algorithm computes the
vertical elevation angle of the horizon in n directions to a
specified radius. According to Dozier [50] n = 60 is sufficient
for radiation models. Similarly, for estimating the effect of
topography on the solar irradiation received by the surface,
the radius can generally be limited to 10 km [49].
The third term in (5), ground-reflected irradiance (E β,r ),
depends on the global irradiance impinging on the adjacent
slopes, the reflectance of the surrounding objects, and the
portion of adjacent terrain seen from a certain location
E β,r = E e,gadj ρadj Vt

(8)
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where E e,gadj is the average global horizontal irradiance reaching the adjacent slopes in a square box of 0.5 ×0.5 km, ρ adj is
the average terrain reflectance over a square box of the same
size, and Vt is the terrain view factor, that is, the portion of
adjacent terrain seen from a certain location. Vd and Vt are
complementary
Vd (x, y) = 1 − Vt (x, y).

Fig. 1.

Flowchart of synthetic scene generation procedure.

Obviously, the topography of Earth surface areas is normally
nonflat, being necessary to consider the specific geometrical
or topographical characteristics of each area. To compute the
global tilted irradiance (E β,g ), it is necessary to take into
account not only the direct tilted irradiance or sunlight (E β,s ),
but also the ground-reflected irradiance (E β,r ) as well as the
sky diffuse irradiance or skylight (E β,d )
E β,g = E β,s + E β,d + E β,r .

(5)

The first term, direct tilted irradiance (E β,s ), is calculated applying the cosine law to direct horizontal irradiance.
The effect of surrounding topography on direct radiation is
modeled by adding a binary factor to control cast shadows
proposed by Richter [47] (0 = shadow, 1 = sunlit pixel)
E e,s cos γi
(6)
E β,s = 
cos θs
where E e,s is the direct horizontal irradiance, calculated in (3),
 is the cast shadow’s binary factor, γi is the solar incidence
angle, and θs is the solar zenith angle.
The sky diffuse irradiance on an tilted plane is calculated
with Hay’s Model [48], also enhanced with the binary factor
proposed by Richter. This term considers an isotropic and a
circumsolar (anisotropic) component of diffuse irradiance


AI cos γi
+ (1 −  AI ) Vd
(7)
E β,d = E e,d 
cos θs
where, E e,d is the diffuse horizontal irradiance, calculated in
(4), AI is Hay’s anisotropy index, calculated from the ratio
of direct irradiance on a surface normal to the sun’s rays and
the extraterrestrial normal irradiance, and Vd is the sky view
factor.

(9)

Finally, to generate the synthetic image, it is necessary to
consider, in addition to E β,g and land-covers’ reflectance,
the orbital and observational configuration of the sensor,
i.e., sensor viewing angle, spatial resolution of the sensor
and acquisition time. The at-sensor radiance values can be
calculated using the following expression:
L = Lp +

ρTu E β,g
π

(10)

where L p is the path radiance, i.e., radiation scattered into
the sensor’s instantaneous field of view without having ground
contact, ρ is the land-cover reflectance value, Tu is the upward
atmospheric transmittance, and E β,g is the global irradiance
reaching each pixel. The path radiance is calculated by
Lp =

x 3 E ESNO cos θs ρ  a
.
π

(11)

where x 3 is a parameter representing the fraction of irradiance corresponding to the simulated spectral range, calculated
through SMARTS2 spectral radiation model [43], E ESNO is
the solar extraterrestrial irradiance corrected by Sun–Earth
distance, θs is the solar zenith angle, and ρ  a is the atmospheric
albedo, calculated with Bird and Hulstrom’s model [51] using
values of aerosol’s optical depth (AOD) for the considered
area and date.
The direct upward atmospheric transmittance value (Tu ),
depends, in turn, on the previously calculated optical thickness
of the atmosphere, and the viewing angle of the satellite, and it
is obtained through the following expression neglecting diffuse
upward transmittance [52]:
Tu = e0.8662aeR TcL(2) /cos θ0

(12)

where aeR is the optical thickness of the atmosphere and θo
the viewing angle of the satellite.
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Fig. 2.

Geometry on tilted and horizontal surfaces.

B. Real (SR) and Horizontal (SH) Synthetic Images

where SSIM(x,y) is the structural similarity index between two
images x and y; l (x,y) is the luminance component, calculated
as a function of the means μx and μ y ; c(x,y) is the contrast
component, depending on the standard deviations σx and σ y ;
s (x,y) is the structure component, based on the correlation
coefficient r x y ; α > 0, β > 0, γ > 0 are parameters used to
adjust the relative importance of the three components. l(x,y),
c(x,y), and s (x,y) are calculated using the equations proposed
in [56]. Coefficients α, β, and γ are set to 1 to simplify
the expression, as the authors proposed. In this case, (13)
reduces to



2μx μ y + C 1 2σx y + C2




(14)
SSIM(x,y) =
μx 2 +μ y 2 + C1 σx 2 +σ y 2 + C2
where μi is the mean value of the image i , σi is its standard
deviation, and σi j is the covariance of i and j . C1 and C2 are
two user-defined constants included to avoid unstable results
when μx 2 + μ y 2 and σx 2 + σ y 2 are very close to zero. In
our case, C1 and C2 are set to 0.065 and 0.585, respectively,
following recommendations by Wang et al. [55]. These values
are somewhat arbitrary, but the performance of the SSIM
index is demonstrated fairly insensitive to variations of these
values [55].
The SSIM index is normally used for comparing an ideal
reference image (in our case SH), with a distorted or erroneous
one (in our case TOC-corrected SR). Its dynamic range is
[−1, 1]. The best value 1 is obtained only when perfect
similarity is achieved.
In practice, one usually requires a single overall quality
measure of the entire image [56]. We use a mean SSIM
(MSSIM) index to evaluate the overall image quality. MSSIM
can be used to quantitatively rank the performance of TOC
methods. In addition, for image quality assessment, it is useful
to apply the SSIM index locally rather than globally [65],
computing the local statistics within an 11 × 11 circularsymmetric Gaussian weighting function which moves pixelby-pixel over the image [54]. A combination of MSSIM index
and SSIM maps will provide a useful tool to select the best
TOC depending on the subsequent use of the corrected images.
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As already mentioned, a synthetic image represents the
radiance an optical sensor would receive under specific geometric and temporal acquisition conditions, assuming a certain
land-cover structure. Following the procedure proposed in
Section III-A, it is possible to generate a synthetic image
for a specific area considering its real relief or topography
(SR image) or a synthetic image considering a completely flat
topography (SH image). Geometry of both scenes is shown in
Fig. 2. The comparison between the corrected image obtained
applying a TOC method to an SR image and an SH image of
the same area allows assessing the performance of the TOC
applied.
The procedure to generate a SH image for a specific area
is exactly the same to that applied to obtain an SR image,
but considering horizontal DEM. When horizontal surfaces
are simulated, the topographic effect is nonexistent, but there
is still an influence of height on the atmospheric parameters
involved in horizontal irradiance calculation. Consequently,
horizontal irradiances are equal in both SR and SH calculation
but for the former, topography affects the tilted irradiance
calculation, unlike in SH.

5

C. Structural Similarity Index

The synthetic image generated considering flat topography
(SH) corresponds to the ideal TOC correction, when the
topographic distortions disappear entirely. To measure the
similarity between this mentioned ideal correction SH and
the TOC-corrected SR images, the structural similarity index
(SSIM) is used. The SSIM is a quantitative metric that gives
relatively accurate similarity prediction [53], which correlates
well with perceptual image fidelity [54]. This index is an
improved version of the universal quality index [55]; proposed
by Wang et al. [56], and has gained widespread popularity
because of its simple formulation and its applicability to
different image processing tasks, e.g., image compression [57],
pan-sharpening [58]–[60], image denoising [61], [62], image
restoration [63], [64], or downscaling [60]. The SSIM index,
considers three different components of similarity: Luminance
comparison, contrast comparison, and structural similarity.
Therefore, it provides a more complete similarity measure
than individual statistics such as RMSE or the correlation
coefficient (r x,y )




(13)
SSIM(x,y) = l(x,y)α c(x,y)β s(x,y)γ

IV. C ASE S TUDY

A. Study Area and Field Data

As already pointed out, synthetic images can be generated
considering different topographic, geometric, and temporal
configurations, as well as different land-cover distributions.
Rough topography can be responsible for topography-related
image distortions, while terrain slope and aspect can influence
the natural spectral variability within any land-cover type [4].
Therefore, this case study is carried out on a mountainous
area (Pyrenees) of the northeastern side of Navarre, Spain,
where the relief is rough and the valleys have a wide variety
of aspects (see Fig. 3).
The study area considered has an extension of 155 km2 ,
with heights ranging between 430 and 1110 m, and slopes
from 0° to 81°. For this area, a 5-m resolution DEM of the
region of Navarre obtained through standard photogrammetric
techniques is available. From this DEM, terrain aspect and
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TABLE II
VALUES OF PARAMETERS R EQUIRED FOR THE G ENERATION OF
G LOBAL H ORIZONTAL I RRADIANCE I MAGES (SR AND SH)

Fig. 3.

Study area of 13 × 13 km in northern Navarre and DEM available.
TABLE III
OF

G LOBAL T ILTED I RRADIANCE
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slope are calculated over a 3 × 3 cell neighborhood, through
an averaging process from altitude differences within the grid
in both “x” and “y” directions. The date, time, and acquisition
configuration parameters selected for this case study are those
of a hypothetical scene acquired the 15th of February of 2009,
at 10:45 UTC. A winter time acquisition is selected for this
case study to show strong alterations due to the topographic
effect.
Concerning the sensor configuration, we considered a
panchromatic sensor with a spectral range between 500 and
900 nm, typical of panchromatic wide range sensors, with
a spatial resolution of 5 m and a nadiral viewing angle. To
obtain a land-cover reflectance image as realistic as possible,
land-use cartography is used as well as spectral information
from 20 different land-covers obtained from spectral libraries
of ASTER and USGS for vegetation, rocks and soil [66], [67].
The study area is mainly covered by conifer forests (25%),
deciduous and mixed forests (24%), herbaceous crops (21%),
shrubs (14%), and grasslands and pasture lands (3%).
The parameterization of reflectance used here requires reference land-cover information, which might not be available
in the general case. This type of parameterization was selected
in our case in order to adequately validate the technique
proposed. Other simpler parameterizations could be followed,
e.g., considering constant reflectance throughout the scene,
leading to more unrealistic, yet simple, synthetic images.
Preliminary analyses suggest that the influence of reflectance
parameterization is only minor in the TOC evaluation procedure proposed here.
In the next subsection, the horizontal and tilted irradiance
images and the SR and SH images generated are described.
The computational time for the simulation of synthetic real
and horizontal images in an area of 155 km2 is about 2 h
10 min, using a Intel Core 2 Quad CPU Q8400 2.66 GHz,
3.49-Gb RAM, being the computation of the sky view factor
the most time-consuming task in the process.

VALUES OF PARAMETERS R EQUIRED FOR THE G ENERATION

B. Synthetic Images Obtained
The main parameters involved in the calculation of the
horizontal irradiance, in (2)–(4), both for SR and SH images,
for our particular case study are shown in Table II.
The global horizontal irradiance (E e,g ) is the sum of both
direct and diffuse components, and its values range from 235.0
to 248.5 W/m2 , either for both SR and SH, being the variations

of irradiance mainly caused by the effect of altitude on the
different atmospheric parameters involved.
Next, the three components of global tilted irradiance
(E β,g ), shown in Fig. 5, are computed using direct, diffuse,
and global horizontal irradiances. In flat terrain (SH), the
ground-reflected irradiance, E β,r , is zero. As a result, E β,g
is obviously the same as the global horizontal irradiance, due
to the flat terrain.
For the SR image, summing the three terms mentioned,
in (5), a global tilted irradiance image with values ranging
from 28.5 to 482.1 W/m2 is obtained, with a mean value of
241.8 W/m2 and a standard deviation of 80.2 (see Table III).
When flat terrain is considered slope is obviously zero, and
therefore there is no ground-reflected irradiance.
In Fig. 4, some of the factors included in the synthetic image
calculation are shown, such as the sky view factor (Vd ), the
binary factor controlling cast shadows (), the cosine of solar
incidence angle, and the image of reflectances used.
Obviously except for the reflectance image, the others
have a constant value for the SH image, as they are terrain
dependent. Vd is 1 across the whole image meaning a clear sky
hemisphere for every pixel. In the absence of sloped surfaces,
there is no need to control any shadow, therefore  is 1 as
well. In addition, in flat terrain the solar incidence angle is
equal to the solar zenith angle for every pixel.
Finally, synthetic images are obtained using (8), considering
the ground reflectance image and the previously mentioned
sensor configuration parameters (Fig. 5). The SR image
shows values of radiance between 9.8 and 90.5 W/m2 .sr.,
with a mean of 37.1 W/m2 .sr and a standard deviation of
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Fig. 5.
(a) Synthetic image (SR), when real topography is considered.
(b) Synthetic horizontal (SH) image, when flat topography is considered.
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TABLE V
F ORMULATION OF TOC M ETHOD T ESTED

Fig. 4. Images of parameters used in the calculation of synthetic image
when real relief is considered (SR). (a) Land-cover’s reflectance. (b) Cosine
of solar incidence angle (cos γi ). (c) Image sky view factor (Vd ). (d) Binary
factor () controlling cast shadows.
TABLE IV

VALUES OF S YNTHETIC I MAGES . S YNTHETIC R EAL (SR)
AND S YNTHETIC H ORIZONTAL (SH)

13.06 (Table IV). On the other hand, the SH image ranges
from 21.3 to 51.5 W/m2 .sr., being the mean 36.4 W/m2 .sr.
and a standard deviation of 8.6. The differences between SR
and SH are only due to the topographic effect, which leads to
variations in different radiance components (Table IV).
As seen in Table IV, the direct radiance is the main
component of the resultant synthetic scenes, and the influence
of topography on it is obvious, since variance is clearly higher
in the SR scene. This topographic effect should be corrected
by TOC algorithms.
V. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

The algorithms tested in this paper are the empiricalstatistical method [4], the C-correction [4], the enhanced
Minnaert including slope [3], and the cosine method [4].
Their formulation is shown in Table V, where A and B are,
respectively, the intercept and the slope of the regression line
between radiance and illumination, i.e., cos γi , and k and C

are empiric constants calculated for each method as described
by Teillet et al. [4].
These four TOC methods are selected for being probably
some of the most frequently used in the literature. In addition,
their differences will hopefully provide contrasting results for
discussing the utility of the proposed evaluating method.
In Fig. 6, the SR-corrected images using the four TOC
methods selected are shown, including a zoom area to see
in detail some of the most problematic areas in the image.
Areas where the solar incidence angle is close or even
higher than 90° are normally not corrected because most TOC
methods are unstable at these low cos γi values [25]. However,
the γ i boundary might be different for each TOC due to
differences in their approach and formulation. In this paper,
when the cosine method is applied, pixels with γ i >85° are
left uncorrected. This 85° angle boundary was proposed as
a limit for excluding shadowed areas by Baraldi et al. [25].
When γi ∈ [90°, 180°], corrected radiance is negative, which
has no physical meaning [25], and when γi ∈ [85°, 90°], the
pixel information is low, and TOC with the cosine method
produces strong overcorrection [21]. In our particular case,
those pixels represent the 5% of the image. The enhanced
Minnaert method uses logarithms on its equation to compute
k constant. Thus, areas with cos γi ≤ 0 cannot be corrected
with this method, leading to 1.6% of the pixels masked out in
this case. In the case of the C-correction method, this boundary
can be relaxed because its formulation already introduces a C
factor to reduce overcorrection. So, in order to avoid negative
radiance values in the computations, a boundary depending on
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pixels. Finally, the empirical-statistical method does not have
any limitations with this regard and no areas of the image need
to be masked out before the correction, so it can be applied
to 100% of the image.
Those uncorrected pixels (areas in black in Fig. 6), form
areas with low radiance values, equal to those of the original
SR image, and contrast with the surrounding pixels, which
might still be over-corrected with some methods. In particular,
overcorrection is still noticed when the cosine method is
used, leading to bright zones surrounding dark uncorrected
areas [Fig. 6(a)]. Some overcorrection is also present in the
enhanced Minnaert corrected image [Fig. 6(d)], although much
less than in the cosine method. Finally, the C-correction
method and particularly the empirical-statistical method gives
better results in these problematic areas with almost negligible
overcorrection effects. It must be remarked that because of the
particular extreme conditions of our simulated images, regarding acquisition date and time, these problems of overcorrection
are particularly severe.
At a first sight, it is quite easy to appreciate differences
between the TOC-corrected images obtained with each method
(Fig. 6). On the one hand, visually, the C-correction and
empirical-statistical methods appear as the most successful
in reducing the topographic effect in the original SR image
[Fig. 6(b) and (c)]. The former’s performance seems slightly
better, although the latter has the advantage of correcting
every pixel in the image, with no signal of overcorrection.
On the other hand, the cosine method does not achieve a
proper correction of the shadowed areas, as mentioned above.
Finally, the enhanced Minnaert method seems to successfully
correct the effect of topography in general [Fig. 6(d)], but
overcorrection is observed in some pixels.
Apart from the visual assessment, a quantitative evaluation
is performed using the SSIM index [56] to accurately determine the quality of the corrected images. An SSIM index map
of the area is generated for each TOC method (Fig. 7).
The SSIM maps generated for each TOC-corrected image
show the performance of the correction pixel by pixel. It
is easy to appreciate the poorer correction of the cosine
method, while C-correction method performs better than other
TOC-s, but still has problems to successfully correct pixels
where cos γi is close to zero or even negative. So, although the
C-correction method corrects most of the pixels in the image,
leading to visually appealing results, the corrected radiances
obtained for areas of low cos γi are still quite different from
what they should, and give low SSIM values. These areas with
low SSIM values are also obtained in the empirical-statistical
correction and, to a much larger extent, in the enhanced
Minnaert correction. Flat areas (e.g., lower left of the image)
and south facing slopes are normally adequately corrected with
most methods. Areas with moderate slopes are corrected better
with the empirical-statistical method, and especially with the
C-correction method.
In practice, one usually requires a single overall quality
measure of the entire image [56]. We use a mean SSIM
(MSSIM) index to evaluate the overall image quality.
The MSSIM indexes obtained comparing the SH image
and the TOC-corrected SR images, are shown in Table VI.
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Fig. 6.
TOC-corrected images using the four different TOC algorithms
selected. (a) Cosine method. (b) C-correction method. (c) Empirical-statistical
method. (d) Enhanced Minnaert method.

the C factor obtained for each particular case is proposed. In
our case, pixels with cos γi ≤ −C/2 are masked out for the
C-correction method, those pixels represent the 0.2% of the
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Fig. 8. MSSIM index compared with percentage of reduction of intraclass
standard deviation.
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the three SSIM components. For example, C-correction and
empirical-statistical are the best methods according to the
luminance, contrast and structure comparison, result confirmed
σ , where these methods
by the values of RMSE, r x,y and 
ranked first and second for all of them. On the contrary, the
cosine method ranks last for all the six criteria considered.
SR is used to refer to SR noncorrected image. COS refers
to cosine method, C-COR is C-correction method, EMPI is
empirical-statistical method, and MIN is enhanced Minnaert
method.
The three components of SSIM are conceptually related to
the RMSE, 
σ and r x,y , respectively, but they do not represent
exactly the same magnitudes (i.e., their equations are related
but not the same). Therefore, the rankings of TOC methods
obtained with l (x,y), c(x,y), and s (x,y) on the one hand and
RMSE, 
σ and r x,y on the other might not be exactly the
same.
Finally, to compare the TOC evaluation procedure proposed
here with other assessment approaches used traditionally, the
reduction of the standard deviation of land-cover classes has
been computed and compared with the MSSIM results (Fig. 8).
As already explained in Section II-B, a traditional indirect procedure to assess the goodness of TOC corrections
is via the reduction of the standard deviation within each
land-cover class. Successful TOC algorithms will result in
more homogeneous land-covers, allowing a better accuracy
in subsequent classifications. In Fig. 8, the average reduction
of the standard deviation of classes (in percent) is shown for
the four TOC methods tested, along with their MSSIM value.
The correspondence between both criteria is clear, with the
C-Correction method ranking first, followed by the empiricalstatistical, the enhanced Minnaert and the cosine method.
These results confirm the validity of the MSSIM-based TOC
evaluation procedure proposed here.
Finally, comparing the results of the TOC evaluation performed here with those of the literature, we can find an overall
agreement. The simplistic hypothesis of cosine method, considering only direct irradiance, was also found inappropriate

Fig. 7. SSIM index maps computed using a moving window of 11 × 11 pixels
for the four method selected. (a) Cosine method. (b) C-correction method.
(c) Empirical-statistical method. (d) Enhanced Minnaert method.
TABLE VI

M EAN SSIM VALUES AND O THER S IMILARITY M EASURES
O BTAINED FOR THE F OUR TOC M ETHODS T ESTED

For comparison, along with the MSSIM its three components;
luminance l (x,y) , contrast c(x,y), and structure s (x,y), are shown
in Table VI, as well as other statistical indexes to compare
each image pair, such as the coefficient of correlation (r x y ),
the root mean square error (RMSE), and normalized standard
deviation difference ( 
σ ). The latter represents the normalized
difference in standard deviation, i.e., (σx −σ y )/(σ x +σ y ), with
0 representing two images with the same standard deviation.
According to MSSIM the original SR image (no TOC
correction) shows a similarity of 0.466 with the ideal SH
image. This value is improved with all the four TOC methods
tested. On the one hand, cosine method ranks last, only slightly
improving the original image. On the other hand, C-correction
methods perform best with a MSSIM value higher than 0.88 in
the corrected scene. The enhanced Minnaert and the empiricalstatistical methods give intermediate MSSIM values.
The quantitative evaluation and ranking of TOC methods
can be analyzed in more detail looking at the values of
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evaluated several aspects of image similarity and can be used
to build a ranking of best performing TOC methods for each
specific case.
The approach presented several advantages compared with
traditional evaluation techniques. First, the approach is objective because the results of each TOC method were quantitatively evaluated and ranked using the SSIM index. Second, the
approach did not necessarily require ancillary information on
land-cover distribution to perform the TOC quality assessment.
Finally, synthetic images representing different settings and
scene acquisition conditions can be generated to select the
best performing TOC for each particular situation (e.g., solar
angles, spatial resolution, etc.). Accordingly, the influence
of each configuration parameter on the performance of the
TOC methods can be evaluated. Obviously, this approach
assumes that a TOC showing a good performance for synthetic
imagery also performs correctly for real imagery with similar
acquisition configuration.
The case study analyzed here, considering a winter panchromatic scene, showed similar results using the approach proposed and the assessment of the reduction of the intraclass
standard deviation (a traditional TOC evaluation procedure).
In particular, C-correction method ranked first, followed by
the empirical-statistical and the enhanced Minnaert methods. The cosine method achieved the poorest TOC correction.
The SSIM can be applied locally to detect the areas where
TOC methods perform the worst. In this case, areas with
low-illumination conditions showed the worst results with all
methods. The combination of SSIM maps and mean SSIM
index provided a useful tool to decide the best TOC according
to the future use of the corrected scene.
Further research is needed to apply the proposed technique
over a range of sensor (e.g., spatial resolution, band frequency,
etc.) and acquisition (e.g., acquisition date and time) configurations, to derive guidelines on which the TOC method performs
best under each situation. Therefore, the technique proposed,
can be used to perform a detailed analysis of the accuracy of
existing TOC methods.
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in previous studies [8], [13], [30]. The cosine method has
frequently shown a problem of over-correction, particularly
when the algorithm is applied for correcting steep, naturally
vegetated slopes [9], this is only partially avoided by introducing a limit incident angle, above which no correction is done.
Similarly to [6] and [9], we observed that only small
differences exists among C-correction, empirical-statistical,
and enhanced Minnaert methods. In contrast to our results,
Twele and Erasmi [9] observed the best correction of enhanced
Minnaert in natural tropical forests, slightly better than the
other nonLambertian approaches, i.e., empirical-statistical and
C-correction. In that study [9], TOC performance is measured
using as a criteria the reduction in coefficient of variation and
linear regression analysis between corrected data and cos γi .
Alternatively, Riaño et al. [12] observed that most TOC
methods produced an overcorrection where cos γi is low, even
if they worked with a summer scene, which had good illumination conditions. Enhanced Minnaert method did not give
acceptable results in their studies, modifying the mean of the
original scene. In addition, C-correction showed better results
than enhanced Minnaert method according to the reduction of
intraclass variation, which is consistent with our paper (Fig. 8).
When the image is taken under unfavorable illumination conditions, Hantson and Chuvieco [10] observed the
empirical-statistical method gave the best results for bare soil
pixels, and to a lesser extent the C-correction. These two
methods gave the best results for pine forest pixels as well. The
performance of TOC methods was evaluated via the reduction
of standard deviation of pixel values within the same landcover in different slopes and aspects [17].
In general, other studies concluded that the empiricalstatistical and the C-correction methods gave the most adequate results, retaining the spectral characteristics of the data,
homogenizing land-covers and improving overall classification
accuracy [10], [12], [68], [69]. In this paper, the C-correction
method resulted in the best TOC correction for the study
area and the acquisition conditions considered. This result
is confirmed both by the MSSIM index and the reduction
of intraclass deviation. It must be remarked that the scene
acquisition date and time considered here are representative
of winter scenes, where sun illumination is lowest. Analogous
to [10], we observed that when the image is taken at a low
sun elevation angle, no TOC method is able to correct entirely
the topographic effect.
VI. C ONCLUSION

This paper presented an objective and universal procedure to evaluate the quality of TOC methods applied to
remote sensing imagery. The approach proposed is based
on the use of synthetic images, which can be generated for
a certain area and acquisition conditions considering both
real topography (SR image) or a completely flat topography
(SH image). The latter is not affected by illumination differences caused by topography and, therefore, can be considered
a reference against which to compare TOC-corrected SR
scenes. The comparison of TOC-corrected SR scenes and the
reference SH was carried out using a widely accepted quality
metrics, i.e., the SSIM index [56]. This index quantitatively
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